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Abstract— The space exploration missions are crucial for
acquisition of information about the space and the universe. The
entire success of a mission is directly related to the satisfaction
of its communications needs. For this goal, the challenges posed
by the InterPlaNetary Internet need to be addressed. Current
TCP protocols have very poor performance in the InterPlaNetary
Internet which is characterized by extremely high propagation
delays, link errors, asymmetrical bandwidth and blackouts. The
window-based congestion control, which injects a new packet
into the network upon an ACK reception, is responsible for such
performance degradation due to high propagation delay. Slow
start algorithms of the existing TCP protocols further contribute
to the performance degradation by wasting long time periods to
reach the actual data rate. Moreover, wireless link errors amplify
the problem by misleading the TCP source to unnecessarily
throttle the congestion window. The recovery from erroneous
window decrease takes certain time, which is proportional to
the round-trip time (RTT) and further decreases the network
performance.
In this paper, a reliable transport protocol, TCP-Planet, is
presented for data traffic in the InterPlaNetary Internet. It is
intended to address the challenges and achieve high throughput
performance and reliable data transmission on deep space links
of the InterPlaNetary Internet. TCP-Planet deploys an end-to-end
rate-based additive-increase multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) congestion control, whose AIMD parameters are tuned to help avoid
throughput degradation. TCP-Planet replaces the inefficient slow
start algorithms with a novel Initial State algorithm which
allows to capture link resources in a very fast and controlled
manner. A new congestion detection and control mechanism,
which decouples congestion decision from single packet loss, is
developed to avoid the erroneous congestion decisions due to
high link errors. In order to reduce the effects of blackout
conditions on the throughput performance, TCP-Planet incorporates Blackout State procedure into the protocol operation.
Bandwidth asymmetry problem is addressed by the adoption of
delayed SACK. Simulation experiments show that TCP-Planet
significantly improves the throughput performance and addresses
the challenges posed by the InterPlaNetary Internet.
Index Terms— Reliable Transport Protocol, InterPlaNetary
Internet, High Propagation Delay, Bandwidth Asymmetry, Blackouts.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE developments in the space technologies in the last
decade have enabled the realization of deep space scientific missions such as Mars exploration. These missions
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produce significant amount of scientific data to be delivered to the Earth. For successful transfer of scientific data
and reliable navigational communications, NASA enterprises
have outlined significant challenges for development of nextgeneration space network architectures. The next generation
deep space networks are expected to provide communication
services for scientific data delivery and navigation services for
the explorer spacecrafts and orbiters [6]. The next step in the
design and development of deep space networks is expected
to be the Internet of the deep space planetary networks and
defined as InterPlaNetary (IPN) Internet [25].
A typical deep space network architecture shown in Fig.
1 is proposed for the Mars Exploration mission [7]. The
architectural elements of the proposed infrastructure can be
summarized as follows:
Mars

Proximity
Network
Earth Relay Orbit

Interplanetary Backbone Network
(Deep Space Communication Link)

Planetary Satellite Network

Earth

Fig. 1.

Deep space network architecture for the Mars Exploration mission.

Interplanetary Backbone Network: It includes the direct link or multi-hop paths between the outer-space planets and the Earth as well as the Earth-based infrastructure
elements such as ground station for deep space network.
• Planetary Satellite Network: It consists of the satellites
orbiting the planets to provide communication relay and
navigation services to the surface elements.
• Planetary Proximity Network: It provides the communication links between diverse range of surface elements,
which are often spread out to form an ad-hoc network.
Among the above architectural elements of the InterPlaNetary Internet, we mainly focus on the Interplanetary Backbone
Network where the source and sink end-points are basically
•
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relay satellites orbiting around the planets. This is because
the Interplanetary Backbone Network plays a significant role
for the performance of entire deep space communication. The
most important characteristics and the challenges posed by the
Interplanetary Backbone Network are listed as follows:
•

•

•

•

Very long propagation delays: The deep space communication links may have extremely long propagation
delays. For example, the end-to-end round trip time for
the Mars-Earth communication network varies from 8.5
minutes to 40 minutes according to the orbital location
of the planets [12].
High link error rates: The bit error rates on the deep
space links are very high usually on the order of 10 −1
[12].
Blackouts: Periodic link outages may occur due to orbital
obscuration with the loss of line-of-sight because of
moving planetary bodies, the interference of an asteroid
or a spacecraft [6].
Bandwidth asymmetry: The asymmetry in the bandwidth capacity of forward and reverse channels is typically on the order of 1000 : 1 in space missions [12].

These challenges need to be addressed in order to meet the
communication requirements of deep space missions. However, the existing TCP variants [16], [17], [13], [20], [8], [21],
[9], [3] have been shown to achieve very poor performance
in deep space communication networks [1]. The dominant
factor in this performance degradation is the extremely high
propagation delay in deep space links [1]. This is solely
due to the window-based mechanism used by the current
TCP protocols during slow start and congestion avoidance
algorithms. In the slow start algorithm, the congestion window
size (W ) is increased by one packet per received ACK until
the slow start threshold (Wss ) is reached, i.e., W < Wss .
However, this approach wastes the link resources for a very
long duration which is proportional to the propagation delay.
For Wss = 20 and RT T = 20 minutes, it is shown in [1] that
the slow start algorithm cannot utilize the link resources for
approximately 120 minutes in deep space links.
The inefficiency in link utilization due to window-based
mechanisms also exists during the congestion avoidance phase,
i.e., W ≥ Wss , where the TCP source increments the
congestion window size by roughly one at each RTT. The
performance evaluation study in [1] shows that window-based
TCP protocols achieve throughput of approximately 10 bytes/s
for the link capacity of 1 Mb/s, packet loss probability of
p = 10−3 and RT T = 40 minutes. In other words, the entire
deep space link remains almost unutilized during the entire
connection period. Note that RT T = 40 minutes is within the
RTT range for communication links between Mars and Earth,
i.e., 8.5 to 40 minutes based on the orbital position [12].
Furthermore, the current TCP protocols are designed for
wired links, which are reasonably assumed to have negligible
bit error rates. Therefore, they invoke congestion control mechanisms in case of a single packet loss. However, this assumption does not hold in deep space communication links. Consequently, the packet loss based congestion detection mechanism
results in unnecessary rate throttle and leads to severe through-

put degradation. Much research has been performed in recent
years in order to address the throughput degradation due to
wireless link errors [5]. However, these solutions cannot be
directly applied to Interplanetary Backbone Network because
of the amplifying effects of the extremely high propagation
delay and the other abovementioned characteristics on the
problem.
The TCP performance on the links with high bandwidthdelay products and errors is analyzed in [18]. Many transport
protocols [15], [2], [3] are proposed for satellite links, which
are also characterized by high bandwidth-delay products and
high bit error rates. Nevertheless, these studies mostly refer to
Geo-stationary Earth Orbit (GEO) satellite links with typical
RTT values around 550 ms, which are very low compared to
RTTs in deep space communication links. Moreover, packet
losses due the blackout conditions may also mislead the congestion control mechanisms based on packet losses. In [14],
an enhancement for TCP is developed to address signal loss
conditions due to mobility. However, the blackout situations in
deep space links are much more complicated due to extremely
high propagation delay and hence solutions as in [14] cannot
be applied directly.
There are more challenges which need to be addressed by
the new transport protocols in Interplanetary Backbone Network. These challenges are consequences of the characteristics
of the deep space links, and can be summarized as follows:
•

•

Delayed Feedback: TCP is expected to respond to network state. This expectation creates problems in longdelay environments, since TCP uses end-to-end signaling
for its control loops. The higher RTT is experienced, the
older information about link conditions is received at the
source. Thus, the congestion control decision based on
such past information might not lead to proper action.
Therefore congestion control schemes, which react to
instantaneous packet loss situations, do not yield proper
response on the links with high propagation delay.
Buffer Size: In order to assure 100% reliable transport,
retransmission mechanism is inevitable. However, this
brings considerable amount of memory requirement. For
example, the transport protocol source should maintain
1.2 GB buffer size for RT T = 20 minutes and the
average data transmission rate of 1MB/s.

There already exists an active research on transport
layer protocols for space-based communication networks.
Space Communications Protocol Standards-Transport Protocol
(SCPS-TP) [11], [10] is a set of TCP extensions developed by Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
(CCSDS) for space communications. SCPS-TP is designed
to support current communication environments and those of
upcoming space missions [10]. SCPS-TP is developed based
on the existing TCP protocols with some modifications and
extensions to address the challenges posed by space-based
systems such as link errors, bandwidth asymmetry, and link
outages. It can provide full, best-effort and minimal reliability
according to the mission specific communication requirements.
The capabilities of the SCPS-TP are basically a combination of
existing TCP protocols, which are shown to be inadequate in
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TCP-Planet protocol operation state diagram including substates and the state transitions based on congestion control decision mechanism.

addressing the challenges in Interplanetary Backbone Network
[1]. For example, SCPS-TP with Vegas congestion control
uses window-based scheme and adopts slow-start algorithm.
Although the rate-based version of SCPS-TP is under development, it disables congestion control mechanism and performs
transmission with user selected fixed rate [24]. On the other
hand, for example, SCPS-TP uses TCP-Vegas [8] congestion
decision mechanism based on the RTT variation. However,
since the window-based nature of TCP-Vegas cannot fully
utilize the link, it is not even possible for it to experience the
congestion and hence variation in RTT. Therefore, congestion
decision based on RTT variation does not provide proper
congestion control functionality. Furthermore, due to the extremely high propagation delay, the variation in RTT may
not be measured accurately such that the resultant congestion
control behavior may also not be accurate.
As pointed out in [1], there exists an urgent need for reliable
transport protocol for InterPlaNetary Internet. In this paper,
a reliable transport protocol, TCP-Planet, for InterPlaNetary
Internet (IPN) is presented. The objective of TCP-Planet is
to achieve high throughput performance and reliable data
transmission by addressing the challenges in the IPN. In order
to address the challenges due to extremely high propagation
delay, TCP-Planet deploys a newly developed end-to-end
rate-based additive-increase multiplicative-decrease (AIMD)
congestion control, whose AIMD parameters are adjusted
to compensate for the throughput degradation. Two novel
algorithms, i.e., Initial State and Steady State, constitute the
structure of the TCP-Planet protocol. Initial State algorithm
replaces the inefficient slow start algorithms in order to capture
link resources in a very fast and controlled manner. In Steady
State, a new congestion detection and control mechanism is
deployed to minimize the erroneous congestion decisions due
to high link errors. In order to reduce the effects of blackout
conditions on the throughput performance, TCP-Planet incorporates Blackout State procedure into the protocol operation.
Bandwidth asymmetry problem is addressed by the adoption of
delayed SACK options. Performance evaluation via simulation
experiments reveals that TCP-Planet significantly achieves
high throughput performance and addresses the challenges in
deep space communication networks.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. TCPPlanet protocol overview along with the detailed operation of
the Initial State algorithm is presented in Section II. In Section
III, Steady State algorithm including the new rate-based AIMD
congestion control and Blackout State behavior are explained.
Performance evaluation presented in Section IV is followed
by the concluding remarks stated in Section V.
II. TCP-P LANET: I NITIAL S TATE
TCP-Planet source starts connection in the Initial State at
t = 0 by calling Initial State() algorithm as shown
in Fig. 2. TCP-Planet source then goes to the Steady State
by calling Steady State() algorithm at t = 2 · RT T as
shown in Fig. 2.
The slow start algorithm used in the existing TCP protocols is shown to be inefficient on deep space links of the
InterPlaNetary Internet [1]. In order to avoid performance
degradation due to Slow Start algorithm, TCP-Planet deploys
Initial State() algorithm, which achieves to capture
link resources in a very fast and controlled manner. The
algorithm is composed of two main procedures, i.e., Immediate
Start and Follow-Up.
A. Immediate Start
TCP-Planet starts a connection in the Immediate Start state
at t = 0, where the actual RTT is divided into time intervals of
size T . TCP-Planet then emulates Slow Start and Congestion
Avoidance algorithms of the conventional TCP protocols by
treating time intervals of size T as the RTT of the emulated
connection. The objective of the Immediate Start phase is to
probe the network in a fast and controlled manner so that
the transmission rate can be increased quickly according to
the feedback from the sink. The determination of the interval
size T is presented in Section II-C. Here, we present the
protocol operation in the Immediate Start phase in two parts,
i.e., Emulated Slow Start and Emulated Congestion Avoidance.
1) Emulated Slow Start: As shown in Fig. 3, the first RTT
is divided into time intervals of size T . This is done in order
to have more fine-grained time unit than the extremely high
RTT of the deep space link. The number of data packets
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An example illustration of time framing mechanism in the Immediate Start phase for ssthresh e = 8.

transmitted in each interval, cwnd, is increased geometrically
in each interval as in Slow Start algorithm of the classical TCP
protocols. This increase continues until the emulated slow start
threshold, ssthreshe , is reached, i.e., cwnd ≤ ssthreshe .
In addition to data packets, NIL segments [3] are also sent
in each time interval during the Immediate Start phase. The
objective of NIL segment transmission is to probe actual
link resource status in the beginning of the connection. NIL
segments are chosen from the unacknowledged outstanding
data packets to be used for packet loss recovery at the receiver.
NIL segments are encapsulated by low priority IP packets.
Note that the type of service (TOS) field of the IP packet
header can be used for this purpose. Hence, assuming the
relay satellites serving as routers along the Interplanetary
Backbone link as shown in Fig. 1 have priority-queuing
capability, low priority NIL segments are discarded first in case
of congestion. Therefore NIL segment transmission does not
affect the throughput of the actual data packet transmission.
If there is no congestion, they are received and ACKed back
by the sink, which reveals that there are still unutilized link
resources along the path. NIL segments are created with
Generate Nil Segment() algorithm shown in Fig. 4,
where Q is the length of the queue of unacknowledged
outstanding data packets and i is a counter. Further details
of the NIL segment generation can be found in [3].
In the Emulated Slow Start phase, the number (cwnd N ) of
NIL segments transmitted in each interval is determined such
that the total number of packets transmitted does not exceed
the emulated slow start threshold, i.e., cwnd + cwnd N ≤
ssthreshe .
In Fig. 3, we assume the emulated slow start threshold is
8 packets, i.e., ssthreshe = 8. Therefore, the number of data
and NIL segments transmitted at each time interval during the
Emulated Slow Start phase can be summarized as follows
st
• 1
T cwnd = 1 and cwndN = 7.
nd
• 2
T cwnd = 2 and cwndN = 6.
rd
• 3
T cwnd = 4 and cwndN = 4.
th
• 4
T cwnd = 8 and cwndN = 0.
In general, the number of data packets and NIL segments
transmitted in the ith time interval during the Emulated Slow

Generate NIL Segment()
Add unACKed packets into the queue;
i = 0;
if (NIL Segment is needed)
q = i mod Q;
i = i + 1;
NIL Segment = q th packet in queue;
end;
if (j th packet in the queue is ACKed)
Remove the packet from Q;
if (j < i and i > 0)
i = i − 1;
end;
end;
if (New packet is added to Q)
Add the packet to the tail;
Q = Q + 1;
end;
Return NIL Segment;
end;

Fig. 4.

The NIL Segment Generating Algorithm

Start is given by
cwnd
cwndN

= 2i−1
= ssthreshe − 2i−1

(1)
(2)

2) Emulated Congestion Avoidance: The Emulated Slow
Start is left for Emulated Congestion Avoidance phase when
cwnd = ssthreshe . Since there is no feedback information
about the link resources as yet, the TCP-Planet source does not
increase the number cwnd of data packets transmitted in each
time interval. Therefore, cwnd = ssthreshe until the end of
the emulated congestion avoidance phase. However, for further
probing the link status, the source increases cwnd N additively
by one NIL segment per T interval emulating congestion
avoidance algorithm of the classical TCP protocols. As in
Fig. 3, during this phase cwnd is kept constant and cwnd N
is increased by one segment in each T until the end of the
Immediate Start, when cwndN becomes equal to cwnd. The
transmission of NIL segments is terminated at the end of the
first RT T and TCP-Planet source goes to the Follow-Up state
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of the Initial State algorithm as shown in Fig. 2.

Initial State()
Send connection request CONN REQUEST;
Set T & ssthreshe by (8) & (9)
n = 1;
cwnd = 1;
While (t ≤ RT T )
/* Immediate Start */
While (cwnd ≤ ssthreshe )
/* Emulated Slow Start */
If ((n − 1)T ≤ t ≤ nT )
Send (cwnd) DATA pkts;
Send (ssthreshe − cwnd) NIL pkts;
end;
n = n + 1;
cwnd = 2n−1 ;
end;
/* Emulated Congestion Avoidance*/
cwnd = ssthreshe ;
cwndN = 1;
While ((n − 1)T ≤ t ≤ nT ≤ RT T )
Send (cwnd) DATA pkts;
Send (cwndN ) NIL pkts;
cwndN = cwndN + 1;
n = n + 1;
end;
end;
While (RT T ≤ t ≤ 2 · RT T )
/* Follow-Up */
If (NIL ACK RECEIVED)
Set data rate S = N/T ;
Set NIX rate SN ix = S;
end;
end;
Steady State();
end;

B. The Follow-Up Phase
During this phase, the feedback for the packets transmitted
in the Immediate Start phase are started to be received by the
TCP-Planet source. In order to save scarce reverse channel
resources of the bandwidth asymmetrical deep space link, the
sink does not ACK back all the packets it receives . Several
data packets are ACKed by a delayed SACK, whose details are
explained in Section III-D. Since NIL segments are transmitted
to probe the link status, each received NIL segment indicates
the existence of unutilized link resources. Hence, the TCPPlanet sink counts the total number (N ) of packets received in
every T period and sends this information back to the source.
This information is carried in NIL ACKs. TCP-Planet source
transmits ssthreshe packets in RT T ≤ t ≤ RT T + T until
the first NIL ACK received at t = RT T + T . Then, TCPPlanet source adjusts its transmission rate (S) by using the
information carried in NIL ACKs, i.e., S = N/T , until the
end of 2 · RT T . Therefore, the transmission rate S at the end
of the Initial State depends on the number of ACKs received
in the last time interval of the Follow-Up phase.
Let NACK be the number of packets received by the TCPPlanet sink during RT T − T ≤ t ≤ RT T . Since the total
number of packets sent in the last interval of the Immediate
Start phase is 2 · sstreshe , the data transmission rate S at the
end of the Initial State is expressed by
min{NACK , 2 · ssthreshe }
(3)
T
In addition to the data packets, TCP-Planet source also
starts sending NIX segments during the Follow-Up phase. The
NIX segments are much smaller than the data packets, i.e.,
40 bytes. They are carried in both low and high priority IP
packets. During the Follow-Up phase, low and high priority
NIX segments are transmitted with the transmission rate S N ix
which is equal to the transmission rate of the data packets, i.e.,
SN ix = S. The objective of the NIX segment transmission
is to capture congestions and make decisions accordingly
in the Steady State. The details of the congestion detection
mechanism based on NIX segments are explained in Section
III. The Follow-Up phase is over at t = 2·RT T and the source
leaves Initial State for the Steady State as shown in Fig. 2.
Consequently, TCP-Planet source can capture the link resources as soon as t ≥ RT T +T based on the number of ACKs
it receives from the sink. It can achieve this without leading to
congestion by controlling the number of probe packets injected
into the network.
S

=

C. Determination of the Time Interval T
In the Initial State, the extremely high actual RTT is
divided into time intervals of size T and the conventional TCP
behavior is emulated to capture the available link resources
in a controlled manner. The performance of the Initial State
depends on the size of the T intervals. While the smaller T
increases link utilization, it also increases overhead incurred
by NIL segment transmission.

Fig. 5.

The Initial State() algorithm

The objective of the Initial State is to reach a certain data
transmission rate, S, as soon as possible without leading to a
congestion. During the Follow-Up phase, TCP-Planet source
adjusts its transmission rate S according to the feedback
received from the sink every T period via NIL ACKs. Since
ssthreshe is the maximum number of packets transmitted
in one interval during the Emulated Slow Start phase, the
transmission rate reached in the Follow-Up phase is dependent
on ssthreshe . Here, we assume that TCP-Planet source has a
given target minimum transmission rate requirement, B. This
requirement can be mostly due to two main reasons:
• Application: The minimum transmission rate is required
in order to meet specific application needs such as
transmission of scientific multimedia data which requires
100% reliability and a minimum bound on the transmission rate.
• Latency: The maximum allowed latency can be advertised by the specific space mission requirements as the
maximum duration for the transmission of certain amount
of data. This determines the minimum target transmission
rate requirement for a given connection.
Consequently, in order to achieve the target transmission
rate of B packets/s at t = RT T + T , the corresponding
sshtreshe is calculated as
ssthreshe

=

B·T

(4)
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The Emulated Slow Start phase of the Immediate Start terminates when the number of data packets transmitted in one
time interval reaches the emulated slow start threshold, i.e.,
cwnd = ssthreshe . Therefore, from (2) it follows that the
duration of the Emulated Slow Start phase (Tess ) is given by
Tess

=

(log2 ssthreshe + 1) · T

(5)

During the Emulated Congestion Avoidance phase, the
number of data packets per interval, cwnd, is kept constant.
Moreover, the number of NIL segments is increased by one per
interval until the end of the Immediate Start, i.e., t = RT T .
In order to probe the network resources in the range of
[B, 2B], the source increases the number of NIL segments
transmitted in each interval until it is equal to the number
of data packets, i.e., cwndN = ssthreshe . The Immediate
Start is over once cwndN reaches ssthreshe at t = RT T .
Therefore, the duration of the Emulated Congestion Avoidance
phase (Teca ) can be expressed by
Teca

= ssthreshe · T

(6)

Since the total duration of the Immediate Start is T ess +Teca =
RT T , from (5) and (6) it follows that
(log2 ssthreshe + 1 + ssthreshe ) · T

=

RT T

(7)

As (log2 ssthreshe + 1) is negligible compared to
ssthreshe itself, from (4) and (7) the size of the time interval
T can be calculated by
r
RT T
T =
,
(8)
B
where B is the target transmission rate in packets/s. At the
beginning of a connection, RTT is also not known to the TCPPlanet source. Therefore, TCP-Planet source also caches the
RT T of the past connections and uses that value in order to
calculate the time interval size T by (8) during the Initial State.
Consequently, the emulated slow start threshold can be
expressed by using (4) and (8) as follows
√
ssthreshe =
RT T · B
(9)
Thus, at the beginning of the connection, T and ssthresh e
are set by (8) and (9). The first RTT period is then divided
into time intervals of size T . The Emulated Slow Start and
Emulated Congestion Avoidance phases are performed in the
first RTT in order to perform resource probing. In the second
RTT, the transmission rate is increased by sending a new data
packet for each received ACK until t = 2 · RT T . By this
way, TCP-Planet source can increase its transmission rate very
quickly and efficiently utilize the resources during the Initial
State without leading to any congestion.
D. The Connection Establishment
The conventional TCP protocols perform three-way handshake for connection establishment. The existing protocols
send connection request segment at the beginning of the
connection and do not transmit any data segments until the
connection ACK is received from the receiver. This approach
results in waste of huge bandwidth for at least a duration

of one RT T in deep space links. In order to avoid this
inefficiency, TCP-Planet source does not wait for the ACK
for the connection request and starts data transmission in the
Initial State as if the session request is granted. If the request
is rejected, then the connection is terminated after one RT T .
As a result, TCP-Planet achieves better utilization of link
resources in the early phases of the connection by the Initial
State algorithm. The overall Initial State algorithm of the TCPPlanet is summarized in Fig. 5.
III. TCP-P LANET: S TEADY S TATE
TCP-Planet source leaves Initial State for Steady State at t =
2 · RT T and remains in the Steady State until the connection
is terminated. During the Steady State operation, TCP-Planet
source can be in one of the four states, i.e., Increase Rate,
Decrease Rate, Hold Rate and Blackout as shown in Fig. 2.
In the beginning of the Steady State, the source goes to Hold
Rate state, where no transmission rate change is performed.
During Steady State operation, TCP-Planet deploys a new
congestion control scheme. Hence the transitions between
these states in the Steady State is decided based on this
congestion control scheme. Therefore, the data transmission
rate S can be increased, decreased or hold according to the
current state.
A. Congestion Control
TCP-Planet deploys a new congestion control scheme in
order to address the challenges due to high link error rates
in Interplanetary Backbone Network. The objective of this
method is to decouple network congestions and packet losses
due to errors.
During the Steady State, TCP-Planet source transmits low
and high priority NIX segments continuously for congestion
detection purposes. NIX segments are carried by IP packets,
which are marked as high and low priority using TOS field in
the IP packet header. NIX segments differ from NIL segments
used in Initial State in terms of their size and functionality.
Unlike NIL, NIX segments are much smaller compared to data
segments, i.e., 40 bytes. They do not carry any information and
thus, cannot be used for error recovery purposes.
Low and high priority NIX segments are transmitted simultaneously with the same rate (SN ix ) equal to the data
transmission rate (S), i.e., SN ix = S. The objective of this is
to obtain congestion decision support via comparison between
the reception statistics of both low and high priority NIX
segments. Since low and high priority NIX segments are equal
in size and are transmitted with the same rate S N ix , they
experience the same packet loss rate due to space link errors.
However, assuming the relay satellites serving as routers along
the Interplanetary Backbone link as shown in Fig. 1 have
priority-queuing capability, low priority NIX segments are
discarded first in case of a congestion. The only reason for
low and high priority NIX segments to have different packet
loss rates is the additional loss experienced by low priority
segments due to congestion. This reasoning constitutes the
basis for our congestion detection method via NIX segment
transmission.
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TCP-Planet sink counts the number of received low (N Low )
and high (NHigh ) priority NIX segments in a sliding time
window of Tw . The received NIX segments are not ACKed
back to the sender. Note that this also avoids an overhead
in the reverse channel, which can also become a bottleneck
due to bandwidth asymmetry in deep space links. Only the
reception statistics within a time window of T w are returned
to the sender every τ period. This information is carried by
NIX ACKs. TCP-Planet source receives NIX ACKs carrying
(NLow , NHigh ) at the end of each measurement period τ .
Let Φ be the ratio of the number of received low and high
priority NIX segments, i.e.,
Φ=

NLow
NHigh

Steady State()
Set ξ;
Set α by (12);
Set ζ & δ by (13) & (14);
Send DATA pkts with rate S;
Send Low pri. NIX pkts with rate S;
Send High pri. NIX pkts with rate S;
If (NIX ACK RECEIVED)
Congestion Decision:
If (Φ < φd )
/* Decrease Rate */
S = S · ζ;
else if (φd ≤ Φ ≤ φi )
/* Hold Rate */
S = S;
else if (Φ > φi )
/* Increase Rate */
S = S + δ;
end;
end;
If (ZERO NIX ACK RECEIVED)
/* After Blackout State */
Goto Hold State;
end;
If (NO ACK in Tw )
/* Blackout State */
Send Low pri. NIX pkts with rate S;
Send High pri. NIX pkts with rate S;
Retransmit TIMEOUT pkts;
If (NIX ACK RECEIVED)
If (ZERO NIX ACK)
/* L ≥ 2x */
Goto Hold State;
else
/* L < 2x */
Goto Congestion Decision;
end;
If (DATA ACK RECEIVED)
/* L < 2x */
Goto Congestion Decision;
end;
end;
end;

(10)

Assuming that the low and high priority NIX packets experience same packet loss rate due to the link errors within a
measurement period τ , since the only reason for N Low <
NHigh is the congestion along the path, TCP-Planet source
infers that a congestion exists if Φ < 1.
The entire congestion control of the TCP-Planet source
is determined according to the value of Φ. The transitions
between Increase, Decrease and Hold Rate states in Fig. 2
are performed based on Φ. In order to avoid unnecessary
state transitions, decision is made via comparison of Φ with
preset rate decrease, φd , and the rate increase thresholds, φi ,
as shown in Fig. 2. These thresholds are protocol parameters,
whose selection is an implementation issue. The values of
φd and φi , which yield highest protocol performance, are
determined during simulation experiments and are given in
Section IV.
The summary of the congestion control mechanism is given
as follows:
1) Φ < φd : In this case, TCP-Planet source infers that congestion is experienced along the path. Thus, the source
goes to the Decrease Rate state where the transmission
rate S is decreased multiplicatively, i.e., S = S · ζ.
2) φd ≤ Φ ≤ φi : In this case, the data transmission rate S
is kept unchanged until next feedback is received from
the sink.
3) Φ > φi : TCP-Planet source infers that no congestion is
experienced. Consequently, it increases the data transmission rate additively, i.e., S = S + δ.
The additive-increase (δ) and multiplicative-decrease (ζ)
parameters are used to perform AIMD rate control every τ
period. The selection of these AIMD parameters are explained
in Section III-B. The steps of the Steady State algorithm of
TCP-Planet protocol is summarized in Fig. 6.
B. The New Rate-Based AIMD Scheme
As mentioned before, current TCP protocols achieve very
poor performance on the links with extremely high propagation delay mostly due to their window-based operation [1].
The throughput of the window-based TCP protocols and ratebased schemes are inversely proportional to the RTT [22]
and the square-root of RTT (see the Appendix), respectively.
Thus, the rate-based congestion control schemes are more

Fig. 6.

The Steady State() algorithm.

robust to excessive propagation delays than the windowbased mechanisms. Hence, in order to address the adverse
effects of extremely high propagation delay on the throughput performance, TCP-Planet deploys rate-based additiveincrease multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) congestion control.
The steady state throughput of the rate-based AIMD scheme
is derived in the Appendix and expressed by
s
"
#
2)
α
8
·
(1
−
ξ
1 + ξ + (3 − ξ)2 +
(11)
T =
4 · (1 − ξ)
α · RT T · p
where α and ξ are the additive-increase and the multiplicativedecrease factors, respectively and p is the packet loss probability. It is observed from (11) that the throughput of the
rate-based AIMD scheme depends on the values of α and
ξ. Therefore, TCP-Planet adapts its AIMD parameters to the
link conditions, i.e., RTT and packet loss rate, such that their
adverse effect on the performance are compensated and a given
target throughput is achieved.
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The additive-increase parameter (α) of the rate-based AIMD
scheme to achieve a target throughput of B packets/s can be
obtained from (11) as follows
"
#

 r
(1+ξ)
8B 2 (1−ξ)
1
α= 2
B + RT T ·p
1+
− 1 (12)
2
(B+ RT1T ·p ) (1+ξ)2

where ξ is the multiplicative-decrease factor and p is the packet
loss probability, respectively. Here, the target throughput B
can be defined as the average data rate required to transmit
certain amount of information within the certain delay bound
as in Section II-C.
These AIMD parameters, α and ξ, in (12) are the rate
change parameters to be used to control the rate with period
RTT. However, TCP-Planet source performs rate control with
the feedback received from the sink every τ period, where
τ  RT T . Thus, the rate control parameters α and ξ in
(12) cannot be directly used for TCP-Planet. These parameters,
instead, represent the upper bound for the rate change of the
TCP-Planet source within one RTT period. Hence, the AIMD
parameters to be used by the source with period τ can be
derived from α and ξ.
Let τ be the NIX segment reception statistics feedback
period. Thus, TCP-Planet source performs at most RT T /τ
number of rate changes within one RTT period.
Let δ and ζ be additive-increase and multiplicative-decrease
parameters to be used by TCP-Planet for rate control with
period τ . Then ζ can be calculated as
ζ

=

ξ (τ /RT T )

(13)

By the same reasoning, the additive increase factor to be used
by TCP-Planet source can also be calculated as
α·τ
δ =
(14)
RT T
TCP-Planet source uses AIMD scheme during the Steady
State operation as shown in Fig. 2. At the end of the Initial
State, i.e., t = 2 · RT T , it calculates the packet loss rate p
by using the number of transmitted and ACKed data packets
and NIL segments. TCP-Planet source then uses (12), (13)
and (14) to calculate its AIMD parameters, i.e., ζ, δ. Consequently, according to the result of the congestion decision
mechanism presented in Section III-A, the transmission rate
S is multiplicatively decreased or additively increased with ζ
and δ, respectively.
C. The Blackout State Behavior
Link outages due to loss of line-of-sight by orbital obscurations lead to burst packet losses and decrease in the
throughput. In order to provide reliable transport, SACK
options [20] are adopted by TCP-Planet to address burst losses.
Due to possible inadequacy of the number of SACK blocks
in the SACK option field for very long blackout durations,
timeout mechanism is also included in TCP-Planet. In order
to reduce the throughput loss due to blackouts, Blackout State
is developed and incorporated into the Steady State.
TCP-Planet source receives data ACKs for reliability control
purposes and NIX ACKs for NIX segment reception statistics.
If the source does not receive any type of ACK for a certain

period of time Tw , it infers this condition as blackout and
goes to the Blackout State as shown in Fig. 2. The objective
of the Blackout State procedure is to reduce the throughput
degradation due to the blackout situation.
During blackout, TCP-Planet source keeps sending low and
high priority NIX packets without changing its transmission
rate. The same blackout event is also detected by the TCPPlanet sink if no packet is received within Tw period. Although
the sink does not receive any low and high priority NIX
packets during the blackout, it keeps sending NIX ACKs with
(NLow , NHigh ) as (0,0). These ACK packets are called Zero
NIX ACKs. The objective of Zero NIX ACKs is to help TCPPlanet source to capture accurate information regarding the
blackout situation and act accordingly.
Since RTT is very high, the effect of blackout on the
performance changes with its relative location of blackout
occurrence with respect to the sink. Let t = t0 be the time
when blackout occurs and L is the duration of the blackout.
Assume that the blackout occurs at a position x seconds away
from the TCP-Planet sink. For rtt = RT T /2, there are two
distinct cases according to the duration of the blackout and its
relative distance to the TCP-Planet sink in time:
1) L < 2x: After rtt − x from t0 , i.e., at t1 = t0 + rtt − x,
TCP-Planet source detects the period without ACKs. If
the duration of the period with no ACK takes more than
Tw , then the source moves to Blackout State at t = t 1 ,
as in Fig. 7.
Source

Sink
(rtt−x)

t0

t1
Normal ACKs
state=(Increase,
Decrease, Hold)

Fig. 7.

(2x−L)

L

t2

No ACKs
Normal ACKs
state=Blackout state=(Increase,
Decrease, Hold)

L

t3
Zero NIX ACKs
state=Hold

t4
t

Blackout condition observed from TCP-Planet source for L < 2x.

In this case, TCP-Planet source does not send any new
data packets but sends low and high priority NIX segments without changing their transmission rate. It also
does not invoke congestion control mechanism. It starts
retransmission of the packets whose retransmission timer
is expired. At t2 = t1 + L, TCP-Planet source receives
normal ACKs for duration of 2x − L. Therefore, TCPPlanet source infers that blackout is over and goes to
any of the Increase, Decrease and Hold states according
to the information it receives in the first NIX ACK as
shown in Fig. 2. At t3 = t2 + 2x − L, the source starts
to receive Zero NIX ACKs for duration of L. These
Zero NIX ACKs, are in fact, transmitted by the receiver
when it detects the same blackout condition. Therefore,
TCP-Planet does not go to Blackout State instead it goes
to Hold State, where it keeps sending new data packets
with the same transmission rate again as shown in Fig. 2.
Consequently, TCP-Planet reduces the effect of blackout
on the performance by not wasting the link resources for
a duration of L.
2) L ≥ 2x: In this case, TCP-Planet source detects no ACK
period and goes to Blackout State at t1 = t0 + rtt − x
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Source

t0

t1
Normal ACKs
state=(Increase,
Decrease, Hold)

Fig. 8.

t2
No ACKs
state=Blackout

Sink

200

t3

180

Initial State

2x

Zero NIX ACKs
state=Hold

t

Blackout condition observed from TCP-Planet source for L ≥ 2x.

for the blackout which occurred at t = t0 . It again does
not change its transmission rate and does not send any
new data packet. At t2 = t1 + L, the source starts to
receive zero NIX ACKs for duration 2x as shown in
Fig. 8. This reveals that the blackout is over for TCPPlanet source and then the source leaves Blackout State
for Hold State as shown in Fig. 2. It stays in Hold
State and keeps sending data packets with the same
transmission rate before the blackout was detected. At
t3 = t2 + 2x, Zero NIX ACKs period is over and
according to the information received in the first NIX
ACK the source performs state transition. Hence, the
duration of 2x is efficiently utilized by the help of Zero
NIX ACK mechanism.
Consequently, the Blackout State reduces the throughput
degradation due to blackout conditions and improves the link
utilization for duration of L or 2x in the cases L < 2x and
L ≥ 2x, respectively.
D. The Delayed SACK
TCP-Planet uses selective acknowledgement (SACK) [20]
options for assurance of reliable data segment transmission.
TCP-Planet sink continuously sends SACK back to the source
for each data packet it receives. Given that the data packets are
1KB and SACKs are 40B, then the ratio of the traffic in the
forward and reverse channels is 25:1, i.e., 1KB/40B. Thus, the
bandwidth asymmetry up to 25:1 cause no congestion in the
reverse link. However, the bandwidth asymmetry in the space
links is usually on the order of 1000:1 [12]. Thus, sending one
SACK for each data packet can cause reverse channel to be
congested resulting in packet losses in the reverse link.
In order to avoid this problem, TCP-Planet deploys SACK
congestion control by delaying the SACKs. TCP-Planet sink
maintains delayed-SACK factor, d, and sends one SACK for
every d data packets received. If there is no packet loss
and hence no change in the SACK blocks, then TCP-Planet
sink keeps delaying SACKs with a delayed-SACK factor of
d. Otherwise, it sends a new SACK with an updated block
immediately. Therefore, the amount of traffic on the reverse
channel is controlled by adjusting the delayed-SACK factor
d. Effects of the blackout on throughput and the improvement
achieved by delayed-SACK is evaluated in Section IV-D.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In order to investigate the performance of the TCP-Planet,
we conducted extensive simulation experiments. The improvement in the initial phase of the connection achieved
by the Initial State algorithm is evaluated in Section IVA. Throughput performance of TCP-Planet is analyzed in
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Fig. 9. Transmission rate change in the Initial State of TCP-Planet source
for RT T = 600 seconds.

Section IV-B along with the overhead introduced. Effects of
blackout conditions on the performance and the performance
of TCP-Planet with the improvement by Blackout State are
investigated in IV-D. TCP-Planet performance on deep space
links with asymmetrical bandwidth and the improvement with
delayed SACK are explored in Section IV-E.
A. Initial State Performance
In order to avoid performance degradation due to inefficient connection starting behavior, TCP-Planet deploys
Initial State() algorithm in Fig. 2 and Fig. 5. Here, we
simulate a topology where the source and sink are connected
through a deep space link with RT T = 600 seconds and
p = 10−5 . We perform same experiment with TCP-Planet,
TCP-Peach+ [3] and TCP-NewReno. The reason is that most
of the current TCP protocols deploy initial phase behavior
based on the Slow Start algorithm, which is also used by TCPNewReno.
In Fig. 9, the transmission rate change in the Initial State
of TCP-Planet source is plotted, where the target transmission
rate of TCP-Planet source is assumed to be 100 packets/s. Because of the very high propagation delay and 100% reliability
requirement, the amount of buffer required for retransmission
mechanism is proportional to the data transmission rate. Therefore, for very high data rates, this brings considerable amount
of memory requirement. For example, the source needs to
maintain 0.6 GB of buffer for RT T = 10 minutes and the
average data transmission rate of 1MB/s. Thus, we set target
data rate to 100 packets/s in order to maintain practicality in
terms of memory requirements.
As explained before, TCP-Planet source performs Emulated
Slow Start phase, which ends once the number of data packets
transmitted in one time interval is equal to ssthresh e . As
seen in Fig. 9, the Emulated Slow Start phase lasts for
approximately Tess = 19.58 seconds and the TCP-Planet
source reaches 100 packets/s data rate by then. Emulated
Congestion Avoidance phase then starts and lasts until the
end of the first RTT of the connection period. During this
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TABLE I
P ROTOCOL PARAMETERS U SED

25
Jump Start

Congestion Window (packets)

20

Parameter
φi
φd
τ
Tw
ξ
d

15

10

5

Value
0.8
0.2
5
20
0.5
5

IN

E XPERIMENTS

Definition
Rate increase threshold
Rate decrease threshold
NIX ACK period in seconds
Sliding window size in seconds
Rate decrease parameter for RTT
Delayed-SACK factor in number of packets
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Fig. 10. Congestion window size change during Jump Start algorithm of
TCP-Peach+and Slow Start algorithm of TCP-NewReno and for RT T = 600
seconds.

in at most 2 · RT T duration. It is, however, still very low
compared to the performance of Initial State of TCP-Planet,
which reaches 200 packets/s data rate at the end of 2 · RT T .
The slow start performance is, however, not even close
to what Initial State of TCP-Planet achieves in deep space
links of the IPN. In Fig. 10, the congestion window evolution
dependent on time is shown during the slow start. The slow
start period lasts for approximately 6 · RT T for threshold
window size of 20 packets. Therefore, the link is not efficiently
utilized for 60 minutes due to unsuitability of the slow start
algorithm to extremely high propagation delays in deep space
links.
B. Throughput Performance
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Fig. 11. Throughput for changing p and file size with RT T = 600 seconds.

phase, the data transmission rate is not increased instead NIL
segment transmission rate is increased linearly to further probe
the link resources. At t ≈ 600, the source goes to FollowUp period and increases its transmission rate based on the
feedback received from the sink every T period. At t = 1200
seconds, the transmission rate reaches 200 packets/s.
TCP-Peach+ [3] deploys Jump Start algorithm in order to
capture link resources very quickly. In Jump Start, the sender
sets the congestion window, cwnd, to 1. After sending the first
data segment, it transmits NIL segments every RT T /rwnd,
where rwnd is the receiver window size. As a result, after
one round trip time, the congestion window size increases
very quickly as the ACKs for NIL segments arrive at the
sender. The performance of Jump Start is shown in Fig. 10.
The congestion window of TCP-Peach+ reaches 20 packets

In order to show the throughput performance of TCPPlanet in deep space links, we perform several experiments
by varying packet loss probability p and the size of the data
to be transmitted. We assume 1Mb/s as the capacity of the
link and RT T = 600 seconds. The target transmission rate
B is set to be 100 packets/s, i.e., 100 KB/s for data packets
of size 1KB. The protocol parameters given in Table I are
used during simulation experiments unless otherwise stated.
The investigation of the effects of these parameters on the
protocol performance are left for future study.
In [1], existing TCP protocols including TCP-Vegas, which
is adopted by SCPS-TP protocol as a congestion control
scheme for space-based communications [10], have been
shown to achieve very poor performance in deep space links.
For RT T = 600 seconds and p = 10−3 , the throughput
achieved by TCP protocols is approximately around 30 B/s
and hence almost the entire link remains almost unutilized [1].
Although TCP-Peach+ has significantly outperformed other
TCP schemes for the same link, the performance degradation
was yet too serious that it could achieve throughput around
93 B/s. Thus, the same experiments are not repeated here and
the details can be found in [1].
TCP-Planet simulation experiments are performed for transmission of varying file sizes between 100KB and 200MB
and for varying packet loss probability p of 10 −5 , 10−4 ,
10−3 . As shown in Fig. 11, the throughput increases with
increasing file size. This is because the larger the file size is the
longer TCP-Planet stays in the Steady State. As a result, the
link utilization is increased. Although throughput decreases
for increasing packet loss probability, this degradation also
decreases for increasing file size. This is mostly because
throughput improvement by new congestion control scheme
is higher when the protocol stays in Steady State for longer.
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Fig. 12. Throughput for changing RT T for file size of 50MB and p = 10−5 .

For transmission of 200MB and p = 10−5 , TCP-Planet
throughput increases up to 82.2 packets/s approaching its
target throughput value, i.e., B = 100 packets/s. Hence, TCPPlanet outperforms existing TCP protocols by approximately
103 times in terms of throughput.
In Fig. 12, the effect of RT T on the throughput performance
is shown. The experiments are performed for the transmission
of a 50MB file. The increase in RTT leads to throughput
degradation as shown in Fig. 12. However, the throughput
degradation due to high propagation delay is not as severe
as it is for conventional TCP protocols [1]. This is because of
the new rate-based congestion control scheme used in Steady
State of the TCP-Planet. At RT T = 600 seconds, TCPPlanet achieves 44.72 KB/s throughput. Note that this value
can further increase with increasing file size as in Fig. 11.
C. Overhead
During the connection period, TCP-Planet source brings
overhead to the deep space link. This overhead is due to NIL
segment transmission to probe the link resource in the Initial
State and low and high priority NIX packets transmission
for congestion decision support in the Steady State. In this
subsection, we investigate the overhead caused by the injection
of NIL and NIX segments into the network.
In Fig. 13, the overhead incurred by TCP-Planet is shown
for transmission of files with varying sizes and for different
packet loss rates, i.e., p = 10−5 , 10−4 , 10−3 . For very small
files, i.e., < 10M B the overhead is relatively high. Because,
in this case, significant portion of the connection period is
spent in the Initial State, where the number of NIL segments
transmitted is high compared to that of data packets. As the
file size increases, the overhead decreases as in Fig. 13. This
is because the overhead in the Steady State is due to the
transmission of small sized (40 bytes) NIX segments and
hence is much lower compared to Initial State. Therefore, as
the file size increases, the time spent in Steady State also
increases, which in turn decreases the overall overhead in
the connection period. As a matter of fact, the scientific data
delivered during space exploration missions are significantly
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Fig. 13. Overhead due to transmission of NIL and NIX segments for changing
file size and p with RT T = 600 seconds.

high [6], i.e., in the order of gigabytes, which leads to very
low overhead.
On the other hand, the overhead does not significantly
vary for different p. As a matter of fact, the amount of
NIL segments transmitted in the Initial State depends only
on the target throughput and the RTT and thus it is not
dependent on p. This overhead exists only in the beginning
of the connection. Although the NIL segment transmission
during Initial State brings overhead, it also leads to significant
performance improvement as observed in Section IV-A. As
the NIX transmission rate is equal to data rate and the
congestion control is robust to link errors, the overhead due
to NIX transmission is also independent of p. The overhead
due to NIX transmission exists after the Initial State until
the end of the connection. However, the congestion control
decision support provided by NIX segments lead to significant
throughput performance improvement. For 1GB file size and
p = 10−3 , the overhead becomes as low as 8.1 %, which is
quite low compared to throughput improvement with a factor
more than 103 .
D. Blackout Conditions
When a blackout is detected, TCP-Planet moves to Blackout
State as shown in Fig. 2 in order to reduce its effect on
the throughput performance as explained in Section III-C.
Throughput achieved by TCP-Planet for different blackout
durations is given in Fig. 14. Here, RT T = 120 seconds,
p = 10−5 and the target data rate is assumed to be 50 KB/s.
The simulations are performed for a duration of 600 seconds,
where the blackout occurs at t = 250 seconds.
As in Fig. 14, throughput decreases with increasing blackout
duration as expected. This decrease is observed in both of the
curves representing the TCP-Planet operation with and without
Blackout State procedure. However, Blackout State procedure
improves the performance for long blackout durations. For
even a blackout of 150 seconds, which is 1/4 of the entire simulation time, TCP-Planet achieves 36.41 packets/s throughput
with the help of Blackout State behavior. This corresponds to
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throughput decreases for both cases with either too high
or too small delayed SACK factor of d. This is because
if it is too small, reverse channel is congested. On
the other hand, if d is too large, the source receives
less number of SACKs than it expects which leads to
performance degradation. Thus, at d = 15, throughput
achieved increases up to 52.02 packets/s.
2) 1000:1. In this experiment, bandwidth asymmetry on
the order of 1000:1 is simulated by setting forward
and reverse link capacities to 100 KB/s and 0.1 KB/s,
respectively. Thus, the throughput is dramatically affected by the bandwidth asymmetry in this case, where
the actual bandwidth asymmetry is 40:1. Therefore,
throughput improvement with delayed SACK method is
more significant for higher bandwidth asymmetry. For
the case without delayed SACK, throughput decreases
to up to 1.99 KB/s. As in Fig. 15, throughput increases
with increasing number of delayed SACKs. However,
this pattern does not last long since very high delayed
SACK factors cannot be reached. This is because a data
packet loss yields new SACK blocks, which requires
to be transmitted back to the source immediately. For
delayed SACK factor of 15, throughput increases up
to 21.37 KB/s which corresponds to 10 times increase
in the throughput performance compared to the case
without delayed SACK, i.e., d = 1 in Fig. 15.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
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Fig. 15. Throughput for changing delayed SACK factor d with RT T = 120
seconds and p = 10−4 .

approximately 14% performance improvement over the case
without Blackout procedure.
E. Bandwidth Asymmetry
In order to address bandwidth asymmetry problems, TCPPlanet delays SACKs with a certain delayed SACK factor.
Simulation experiments are performed to show the effect of
bandwidth asymmetry on the performance and the improvement achieved by delayed SACK. Here, RT T = 120 seconds
p = 10−4 and the simulation time is assumed to be 1200
seconds. The target rate is set to 50 KB/s. In Fig. 15, two cases
with different bandwidth asymmetry ratio are investigated:
1) 100:1. In this case, forward and reverse link capacities
are 100 KB/s and 1 KB/s, respectively. Since the ratio of
the size of data packets and SACK packets is 25:1, the
actual asymmetry ratio is 4:1 in this case. Therefore, the
throughput is not significantly degraded by asymmetrical
channel capacity of the deep space link. As shown
in Fig. 15, an increase in the delayed SACK factor
also leads to an increase in the throughput. However,

The inadequacy of the current TCP protocols in Interplanetary Backbone Network has already been known and
the need for new transport protocol has been pointed out in
[1]. In order to address this need, a new reliable transport
protocol, TCP-Planet, is developed in this paper. The objective
of TCP-Planet is to address the challenges posed by the
InterPlaNetary Internet for reliable data delivery and achieve
high throughput performance. TCP-Planet deploys a rate-based
additive-increase multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) congestion
control scheme. It runs on top of Internet Protocol (IP) layer
and does not require any specific modification to the lower
layers in the current TCP/IP suite. Performance evaluation via
simulation experiments revealed that TCP-Planet significantly
improves the throughput performance and addresses the challenges posed by deep space communication networks.
TCP-Planet replaces the inefficient slow start algorithms
with a novel Initial State algorithm, which captures link
resources in a very fast and controlled manner. Simulation
experiments showed that TCP-Planet can reach high initial
data rates very quickly. In order to address the challenges
due to extremely high propagation delay, TCP-Planet deploys
an end-to-end rate-based additive-increase multiplicativedecrease (AIMD) congestion control, whose AIMD parameters
are tuned to help avoid throughput degradation. A new congestion control mechanism, which decouples congestion decision
from single packet loss events, is developed to minimize
the erroneous congestion decisions due to high link errors.
Consequently, TCP-Planet improves throughput with a factor
more than 103 compared to the current TCP protocols. In order
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to reduce the effects of blackout conditions on the throughput
performance, TCP-Planet incorporates Blackout State behavior
into the protocol operation. By this way, it achieves up to
14% performance improvement in blackout conditions. The
bandwidth asymmetry problem is addressed by the adoption
of delayed SACK options. As a result, TCP-Planet is a reliable
transport protocol equipped with diverse set of algorithms
and functionalities, which can address the requirements of the
InterPlaNetary Internet.
A PPENDIX
The time-dependency of the transmission rate, R(t), is
shown in Fig. 16. The rate-based generic AIMD scheme is
assumed to increase the rate, R, additively with α at each
RT T , i.e., R = R + α. It throttles the transmission rate,
R, multiplicatively by ξ if the congestion is detected, i.e.,
R = ξ · R.
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For rate-based AIMD scheme, whose rate change is performed
with RTT granularity, this can be calculated by replacing the
integration with the discrete summation and substituting (18)
into (21) as follows

LCi

σ

=

t

Let X(t) be the total number of packets transmitted in [0, t),
which can be calculated by
Z t
R(τ )dτ
(15)
X(t) =
0

For T (t) = X(t)/t being the throughput achieved in [0, t),
the steady-state throughput achieved by the rate-based generic
AIMD scheme is given by
Z
1 t
R(τ )dτ
(16)
T = lim
t→∞ t 0

Let Xi be the number of packets transmitted in the ith
loss cycle, LCi , which starts and ends with rate halving due
to congestion decision. If the duration of LCi is Di , then
the throughput achieved in LCi is given by Ti = Xi /Di .
Assuming the evolution of the transmission rate R i to be
Markov Regenerative Process with rewards X i [19], then the
steady-state throughput can be calculated by
(17)

where E[X] and E[D] are the means of Xi and Di , respectively. The transmission rate change during LC i , i.e., the value
of the transmission rate at k th RTT of the LCi , is given by
Ri,k = Ri · ξ + k · α

N
i −1
X

k=0
N
i −1
X
k=0

Data rate change of rate-base generic AIMD congestion control.

T = E[X]/E[D] ,

=
=

N i−1

. . .

(18)

Given that Ni is the total number of RT T s in LCi , i.e., the
rate is throttled in (Ni − 1)th RTT, then the transmission rate

(19)

0

i+1

α

α
· E[N ] ,
1−ξ

If LCi lasts for Di = Ni · σ, where σ = RT T , then the total
number of packets transmitted during LCi can be calculated
by
Z Di
Ri (t) · dt
(20)
Xi =

Xi

R(t)

Fig. 16.

at the end of the LCi is expressed by Ri+1 = Ri · ξ + Ni · α.
Hence, the expectation of the i.i.d random variable R denoting
the transmission rate, i.e., E[R], can be calculated as

Ri,k · σ
(Ri · ξ + k · α) · σ

i
Ni h
2 · ξ · Ri + α · (Ni − 1) · σ
2

(21)

Thus for mutually independent random variables of N and R,
the mean of X can be calculated by taking expectation of both
sides of (21) and substituting (19) as follows
#
"
E[N ]  1 + ξ 
E[X] =
· E[N ] − 1 · α · σ (22)
·
2
1−ξ
On the other hand, the total number of packets transmitted in
loss cycle i can also be calculated by ni +Ri,Ni −1 ·σ, where ni
and Ri,Ni −1 ·σ are the number of packets transmitted until the
dropped packet and in the last RT T , respectively. Therefore,
E[X] can also be calculated by
E[X] = E[n] + E[R] · σ ,

(23)

where the expectation of the random variable n is given by
X
kP [ni = k]
E[n] =
k

=

∞
X

k=0

k(1 − p)k−1 p =

1
,
p

(24)

where p is the packet loss probability, if loss-based congestion
detection is used by the generic AIMD rate-based congestion
control algorithm. By substituting (19) and (24) into (23), and
equating it to (22), we solve for E[N ] and obtain it as follows
s
#
"
8 · (1 − ξ 2 )
3−ξ
(25)
1+ 1+
E[N ] =
2 · (1 + ξ)
α · σ · p · (3 − ξ)2
Thus, it follows from (17), (22) and (25) that the steadystate throughput of the rate-based generic AIMD congestion
control scheme as a function of rate-increase and decrease
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paratemeters, i.e., ξ and α, and round-trip time, σ, and the
packet loss probability p, can be expressed as follows
s
"
#
8 · (1 − ξ 2 )
2
α · 1 + ξ + (3 − ξ) +
α·σ·p
T (α, ξ, σ, p) =
(26)
4 · (1 − ξ)
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